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VISION
To contribute to a Nigeria free of gender discrimination or inequality.

MISSION
Singularly Me Mothers Support Initiative works with communities and
schools to bridge gender equality gaps. We aim to support and empower
disadvantaged young girls and single mothers in situations of poverty,
illiteracy, gender based violence and social injustice. Our interventions
aim to achieve large
scale, positive changes through economic and social programs that enable
young girls and women realize their potential.

VALUES
INTEGRITY
INNOVATION
INCLUSIVENESS
EFFECTIVENESS
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CHAIRPERSON’S STATEMENT

Dr.Ibidolapo Ijarotimi
MBBS, MSc, MPH, FWACP

Founder/Director

This is essentially the first report going out of Singularly Me Mothers Support Initiaitve - SiMMSI
and it is with a lot of pride and happiness I write my notes as the Chairman, board of directors.

Though we have been operating for a few years, this marks the end of our first year as a legally
registered and recognized entity. However, this milestone has not come without its own
challenges and difficulties but with the support of our legal team, our directors and each and every
member of our field and office teams who work tirelessly, we made it this far.
Through it all we have kept our eyes on the goal- engendering a gender- equal society free from
GBV in Nigeria and working towards this, we achieved a lot in the year just ended despite the
Covid outbreak.
The last year has been a difficult one all over the world due to the pandemic, but it was particularly
worse for developing countries economically. Unfortunately, the most hit by the pandemic were
women who faced more domestic violence, single mothers who lost the little businesses they had,
and girl children who had to drop out for school for their male counterparts to continue as resources
dwindled at home. Sadly, these are also the people that were forgotten in the attempts to cushion the
effects of the pandemic. Through our donors we have been able to keep up with our school-based
gender equality and GBV training while also providing poor and disadvantaged female school
materials. We were able to continue our skills training online and also provide microloans to single
mothers for business start-ups.
On the other hand, we continued to provide monitoring and evaluation services of programs
to organizations.
In addition, apart from our head office in Akure, Ondo state, we now have branch offices at
Arepo, Ogun state and Coventry, United Kingdom.

We started working with new partners and we are broaching new horizons. We also welcomed
new staff into our midst.
As we move into another year, we are excited as our existing programs continue to gain traction and we
start to implement new programs, new projects with our partners with the support of our donors.

We know, especially with the global economy being in recession that we may have a tough year
ahead but we are women and we are up to the task of fulfilling our mission of seeing a Nigeria where
all are equal, no matter what your gender is.

HEADLINESFROMTHE YEAR
SEPTEMBER 2020

DECEMBER 2020

JANUARY 2021

SiMMSI Back-ToSchool Projects

SiMMSI Christmas
Give-Aways

Voices from the
grassroots
SiMMSI pioneered an ongoing survey
across selected grassroots areas on high
priority development interventions. We
hope from our findings from the survey to
understand how gender equality and
justice, reduction of unemployment rates,
universal primary schooling, greater
employment generation are high priorities
for people living in rural areas.

FEBRUARY 2021

OCTOBER 2020

SiMMSI Online MakeUp Training
From September 2020 to November
22, beneficiaries of the Online makeup training organized by simmsi,
went through the process of being
trained. They each received their
start kits and certificates thereafter.

SiMMSI Back-ToSchool Projects
For SiMMSI’s Christmas giveaway 2020,
single moms who are taking a stand and
working towards their goals or helping
others do same were rewarded for
sharing their narrative.

MAY 2020

SiMMSI Community Outreach
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MARCH 2020

International women’s Day 2021

AUGUST 2020

A new vision

AGRICULTUREANDFOODSECURITY

SERVICES

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT GENDER
JUSTICE AND DIVERSITY HEALTH,
NUTRITION AND POPULATION
MICROFINANCE HUMAN RIGHTS AND
LEGAL AID SERVICES EDUCATION
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT
MICROFINANCEMIGRATION
TARGETINGTHEULTRAPOORWATER,
SANITATION AND HYGIENEENTERPRISES
AND INVESTMENTSAGRICULTURE
AND FOOD SECURITY COMMUNITY
EMPOWERMENT DISASTER,
ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE
HEALTH, NUTRITION AND POPULATION
GENDER JUSTICE AND DIVERSITY
EDUCATION HUMAN RIGHTS AND LEGAL
AID SERVICES, WATER, SANITATION
AND HYGIENE TARGETING THE ULTRA
POOR ENTERPRISES AND
INVESTMENTSDISASTER, ENVIRONMENT
ANDCLIMATECHANGEROAD SAFETY

MICROFINANCE

HIGHLIGHTS
Over the course of the last six months,
SiMMSI has had numerous finance
based requests from applicants, and
this has led her to starting up her microloan and online-micro savings schemes.
Micro financing the world over, has
grown to become one of the largest
providers of financial services to the
poor, providing tools, which millions can
use for the betterment of their lives.
SiMMSI through its innovative, clientfocused and sustainable approach
hopes to yieldsubstantialresultsforthe
disadvantaged who are reaching out.
SiMMSI’s microfinance program is a
critical component of our holistic
approach to support young girls, single
mothers and victims of gender violence.

In March 2021, SiMMSI’s microfinance
programme disbursed 120,000 Naira to 5
borrowers, all female traders. Theprogramme
intends to continueitsprogress by innovating to
enhance offerings and services to better meet
its clients’ needs. The aim is to increase in the
loan portfolio and record a substantial growth
to enable more applicants access the facility.

Case Stories
Our range of financial services
primarily targets single mothers and
widows living in extremely
disadvantaged circumstanceswithout
ready accessto conventional banking
systems and their

financial access.

SPREADING THELIGHT
After the death of my husband I got no help. I
want to appreciate you for giving me this fund for
the expansion of my business. I'm very grateful.

Kehinde Akinbosoye - Trader,
neighborhood market, Akure.

SPREADING THELIGHT
My name is Bukola Taiwo, I am a widow. since I lost my
husband things have been difficult. I could get no assistance. I
appreciate Singularly me mothers support Initiative for providing
this micro loan with which I can do more business.
Thank you for remembering the widows and single mothers.
Thank you for bringing this program here today.
Bukola Taiwo - Trader, Nepa market, Akure.

Nepa2
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Women who are
members of our
online and offline
communities can
take out a loan of up
to 100,000 naira.

BANKING FOR THE POOR
The microfinance programme intends to bring collateral-free credit and savings services to the disadvantaged,
primarily through organizations made up of 20 to 30 women from a local community. These organizations will
serve as a platform for women to gather and discuss issues concerning their daily lives and through which we can
host our various mentorships, trainings and educational programs. Our holistic, credit- plus approach also ensures
that our borrowers are supported, can exchange information and learn about health, social and legal issues.
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Our loan package, exclusively for women who are part of organizations, is provided for small enterprise ventures such as
rearing poultry and livestock, growing vegetables and making handicrafts. Loans will range from 10,000 to 100,000.

INNOVATIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK
In our microfinance programme, we intend to launch a pilot project on financial education. This project aims to empower
microfinance clients by giving them a greater understanding of finanacialmanagement. Over the next year, the programme
will roll out an expanded curriculum, which includes classroom as well as community-based components.

One of the major causes of loan defaults is health emergencies within a family. These incidents
can be costly and magnify household vulnerability. To help clients cope with these events, the
programme is piloting a health loan.
Existing clients can quickly access loans for medical services like consultation, diagnosis,
surgery, and hospitalization, while patients can decide on their service provider.
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SERVICES
Singularly Me Mothers Support Initiative (SiMMSI) provides Monitoring and Evaluation “M&E to other nonprofit organizations as a service. SiMMSI assists organizations in creating Monitoring and Evaluation
programs that are essential for determining the effectiveness and efficiency of their projects, while using
accumulated knowledge for overall improvement.
•

Understanding the goals of interventional programs is key to laying the right foundation for all
data collation and visualization activities associated with your project.

•

Understanding donor expectations and demands helps NGOs select the appropriate
indicators for each level of your project and design the framework for its effective
implementation.

Our M &E service is a major source of revenue income to keep the organization's activities going,. Our
client organizations include other women-led NGOs like HAFAI, where we have executed projects
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EDUCATION

SiMMSI’s education programme spreads across the southwest states of Nigeria. SiMMSI projects aredesigned togive

HIGHLIGHTS

a second chance at learningwiththerightmaterialsandtheright
The broader goal of the SiMMSI education project is to

mentorshipto disadvantaged children within the
enhancethequalityofeducation by providing

formaleducation systemdue to extreme poverty, violence,
disadvantaged students with educational materials,

displacement or discrimination.
provide mentoring and counseling sessions, and

At the secondary level, we provide need-based training, student
training teachers especially in areas of preventive

mentoring initiatives, and learning materials to improve
measures and awareness of gender- based violence,

mainstream education. We prioritize students within the Senior
increasing student participation in co-curricular

Secondary School category, offering gender-based awareness
activities, supporting gender equality awareness

trainings, life skills and livelihood development training.
training and sessions, creating volunteering
opportunities and offering financial literacy, livelihood
and skills training to talented students.

In the period under review

A total of 44 students were supported with reading
and writing materials.

Case Stories
THE RESULTS OF VOLUNTEERISM

99.99% received mentoring in STEM related courses.
90.10% across 3 schools partook of our International Day
Of Women Essay Competition and *** won prizes

My name is Busola Olumide-Atiba a
volunteer with SiMMSI. While out in the field on
school support programmes of SiMMSI, I noticed
that both the ladies and the teachers were very
impressed and the gesture was like an answered
prayer to the girls. I noticed that very few of the
girls are aware of the fact that women do have a
School Support project at Immaculate
Conception Grammar School,Yemetu , Ibadan.

career in the field of science especially
engineering and technology. The few only had
medical sciences on mind. These ladies were
yearning and filled with aspiration however with
little or no wherewithal from parents.
I met a lady without her left arm. The teachers
actually approached us for assistance and I
told them for now we are assisting with school
textbooks and educational materials
The ladies need every assistance they can get,
from reorientation to enlightenment and support
with educational material even from earlier or
junior class.

School support at Army Day secondary School, Ikpoba
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EMPOWERMENT

SiMMSI’s empowerment programme empowers the
disadvantaged, especially single mothers, by mobilizing

HIGHLIGHTS

communities to translate awareness into action. We give
women the tools to increase their human and social
assets to claim their entitlements, prevent exploitation,

Our online platforms have provided us with greater reach and

and play an active role in public life.Our approach intends

access to single mothers across our target areas. We have

to strengthen rural communities by building community-

pes on major social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram

based institutions to raise awareness on girl child

, Twitter and LinkedIn.

education while creating a platform for single mothers to
discover and empower themselves. Our process also

Through our online platforms, over 500 single mothers

includes addressing violence against women to create a

have applied to our organization for participation in our

safe environment for women and children and increasing

empowerment trainings and micro loan schemes.

access to preventive information by using interactive
communication tools like local groups and community
radio.
Together through these interventions, we hope to contribute
to gender equity, financial empowerment and education of the
girl child and single mothers in rural communities.

In the period under review

A total of 10 women were empowered with skill sets and

Case Stories

tools to begin their entrepreneurial journey.

60% have gone on to establish themselves in their chosen
Enterprise.

Emotionally, it’s been a lonely period as a
single mom. Financially , No one to foot the
bills of schooling , feeding, clothing and other
bills but in all I give thanks to God for
keeping us alive and providing for us .
Orugbo Lisa, a makeover skills acquisition beneficiary.

I came across this wonderful group” single
mothers socialnet” and I became a member. I
saw that there were running a free skills
acquisition/ empowerment program and I
enrolled towards building my skills in
makeover. After this training, I wish to start
up the business of make-over from home,
starting up gradually and eventually get a
better studio for my makeup.
This opportunity is an open door for financial
breakthrough for me and my kids and also
helps me to be a strong and independent
woman. I thank the organizer, and sponsor of
Singularly Me Mothers Support Initiative for
this empowerment program.

Rita Imereti, a wig training skills acquisition beneficiary.

GENDER
EQUALITY AND

DIVERSITY

The gender programme works with schools in
local communities to achieve gender equality.
The interventions promote gender relations,

HIGHLIGHTS
INCLUSIVE INTERVENTIONS TO
COMBAT VIOLENCE AGAINST GIRLS

equal participation, freedom and choice, which
ultimately empower women and girls and
prevent them from falling victim to violence. We
eventually aim to influence national policies,
laws and agendas, and leverage national and
international alliances for gender justice.

The Singularly Me Mothers’ Support Initiative
proposes the project, School-based Gender Equity
Training, to introduce gender equity training, especially on
gender-based violence, to 8 Senior Secondary
Schools from 2 local government areas in Ondo State,
Nigeria. The training will span through 12 weeks to train
50 teachers and 2,000 male and female senior high school
students as peer educators, and also engage in advocacy for

the inclusion of gender equity education to the Ministry of
Education, Ondo State.

Towards achieving this goal, a training guide has
been developed. School-based gender equity clubs
will be constituted. Gender equity manuals and
hand books will be provided for teachers and
students respectively for use in the training sessions.

ACHIEVING GENDER
EQUALITY GOALS
•

Build alliances with other government

Case Story
MY VOLUNTEER STORY

and non-government organizations, and
activists working for social justice,
•

Interactive discussion sessions, workshops
and learning /sharing meetings.

•

Provide teachers with support
counseling skills

•

Partnering with the Ministry of Women
and Children Affairs.

ADVOCATING FOR GENDER EQUALITY
The Singularly Me Mothers’ Support Initiative (SIMMSI)
proposes the project “School-based Gender Equity Training,
Nigeria” with the broad objective of reducing the occurrence of
discrimination against the girl child. The motivation for this
project stems from the increasing menace of rape, violence,
and gender discrimination against females at the societal level
in Nigeria. Females have had to face physical, mental, and

My name is Damilola Akinkuolie, a single

illicit sensual tortures from their male counterparts. In many

mother. I knew about Singularly Me Mothers

instances, males tend to dominate and dictate to their female

Support Initiative through Social media, I was

contemporaries. Among many, issues revolving around
violence and maltreatment are kept private, preventing
interference from a third party. In Nigeria and other some

empowered as a makeover artist through
them. I also responded to their call for

African countries, violence against women is accepted as a

volunteers and now I have become a school

norm, even among women.

mentor through its volunteer scheme also. I

To change the traditional ideas and beliefs that promote

have also learned a lot about the push for

gender inequity and gender-based violence (GBV) in Nigeria,

gender equality and life while tutoring the

SIMMSI proposes the project “School-based Gender Equity
Training, Nigeria”. The proposed project identifies that training
adolescents on gender equity and other forms of discrimination
against females will help to reduce the vulnerability of females

young girls in schools. This is important to me
because I have a teenage daughter and I can
help her make more informed decisions.

to GBV, and reduce the perpetration of gender based violence
against females.

From being a random single mom seeking

Addressing this knowledge gap will help female adolescents

help, I am skillfully empowered, helping to

raise their voices to report cases of violence against them and
help them develop a better sense of responsibility among
males, alongside creating a realization that the female gender
needs to be protected, not exposed to any form of harm.

change the gender equality narrative and
being paid monthly, helping me to finance
some of my responsibilities.

SiMMSI
MANAGEMENT & DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
EXECUTIVES

Dr.Ibidolapo Ijarotimi
Founder/Director

Mr. Dele Agbejule
Board Member

Dr. Damilola Adewusi
Board Member

Dr. Tosin Owodunni.
Board Member.

Nnenna Tasie
Board Member

DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS (GOVERNMENT ALLIANCES)
SiMMSI works in collaboration with the government Ondo state, Nigeria in which its
operations are based. Below are the names of some of the ministries and
government units that we have been closely working with.

Ministry of Education, Ondo state.
Ministry of Health , Ondo state.

FINANCIALS
Revenue Expenditure
Year 2021
Income

Expenditure

Overhead and Staff

0

Bank charges

0

9,408

Online Makeup Training project

0

153,000

Education Support project
Income From M & E Services
Microfinance Loan Scheme project
Widow Support project
Donations & SiMMSI

Balance

646,942

0

154,900

250000

105,000

141,000

0

100,000

0

0

45000

1,115,900

Others *
Total

1,405,900

1,214,250

191,650

BALANCE SHEET

2021 Naira
ASSETS
Cash in hand and at banks
Advance, deposits and prepayments
Inventories
Grants and accounts receivable
Microfinance loans
Property, plant and equipment

191,650
0.00
0.00
0.00
100,000
0.00

TOTAL ASSETS

291,650

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Liabilities:
Liabilities for expenses and materials
Bank overdrafts
Term loans
Members’ savings deposits
Grants received in advance account
Deferred income
Other long term liabilities
Provision for taxation
Total Liabilities

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Net Assets:
Capital fund
-unrestricted
-temporarily restricted

0.00
0.00

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

0.00
291,250.00

NOTES
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